Care Guide
Welcome to Anthros PVC Products, LLC. Our products are designed to be low maintenance, requiring only periodic cleaning. Follow
these simple cleaning instructions to help retain the product’s original condition:

VINYL COATED MESH FABRIC
1. Vacuum or brush to remove dust and dirt.
2. Prepare cleaning solution using 1 tbsp. liquid dish detergent and 2 tbsp. household bleach mixed in a gallon of water. Disinfectant
may be used as required.
3. Clean with sponge or soft cloth dampened in cleaning solution. Use a brush in circular motion to reach crevices. Rinse thoroughly
with clean water. DO NOT USE ABRASIVE CLEANERS. DO NOT TUMBLE DRY.

PVC (Pipe)
1. Using a soft cloth, wash with soap and water or any NON-abrasive cleaner. Disinfectant may be used as required. Deep scratches
and markings may require the use of alcohol or acetone (do NOT get acetone on ANY other components/labels, it will melt them).
2. To restore its luster, wipe with a thin coat of Armor All Protectant or a comparable product.

MOVEABLE PLASTIC PARTS (Pipe, Fittings)
1. Spray moving parts with lubricant if they are hard to move or start binding. (For example: Sliding Footrests, Fold-Down Arms,
Chaise Mechanism, Foot Pedals). A vinyl protectant or silicone spray Is recommended.

LAUNDRY BAGS (Nylon and Vinyl Coated) - if applicable
1. On Nylon or Vinyl Coated Bags: Follow label directions on the bags.
2. Spray disinfectant may be used.

CASTERS (Wheels)
1. All Anthros casters are sealed ball bearings. No lubrication is required.
2. Twin wheel Casters: Take out hairs and foreign materials around axle with needle nose pliers, via the bottom side of the caster.
3. As needed, remove hairs and foreign materials around axle bolt and swivel stem. If casters cannot be freed up, disassemble caster
to clean.
4. Never use a chair if the casters lock up or do not work properly. It will void the warranty. Casters that are locked up should be replaced immediately. Locked up casters will put added pressure on the PVC pipe and cause it to break.

Storage - Store PVC products at room temperature (from 50 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit) Keep out of direct sunlight for maximum life.

IMPORTANT NOTICES:
1. If product has been exposed to freezing temperatures, allow it to warm up to
room temperature before assembling or using.
2. All of our products are intended to be used on completely level surfaces only.
Warranty does not apply to product failure related to usage in areas involving
uneven surfaces and/or floor height changes.
3. Anthros’ materials do not contain Latex.

Single Buckle Users Guide
Start with the smooth side of the buckle facing you, as shown in picture.
With the webbing behind the buckle, run the webbing through the middle
slot, over the bar and through the front slot (top slot in the picture). While
holding the mesh back to the back of the chair with your right hand, pull the
loose end of the webbing with your left hand until the slack is out of the
mesh back.

For Assistance Contact Anthros PVC Products, LLC • 800-258-0782

